
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Getranke 

Was trinken die Deutschen? das Bier, die Biere 
type of beer: die Bierart, die Bierarten 

EXPLORING GERMANY'S BEERS BEYOND THE PILSNER 

BOCK 
Boch art, specific '.'J'' of mong lag~ hOtmicilly Mrociat:il 

with Germany and specifically the town of Embeck. These beers . 
ran~in color from pale to deep amber tones, and feature a .. 
decided sweetness on the palate. Bock styles are an exposition of malty 
sweetness that is classically associated with the character and flavor of 
Bavarian malt. Alcohol levels are quite potent, typically 5-6% ABV: Hop 
aromas are generally low, though hop bitterness can serve as a 
balancing factor against the malt sweetness. Many of these beers' names 
or labels feature some reference to a goat. This is a play on words, in 
that the word "bock" also refers to a male goat in the German language. 
Many brewers choose to craft these beers for consumption in the spring 
(often called Maibock) or winter, when their warmth can be fully 
appreciated. 

Bockbier 

Bo(c)k Germanic term 
for an extra-strong beer. 
O ften, but not always, 
dark. Usually a lager, but 
can also be a strong wheat 
beer. Usually 6. 0abv 
(4.8w) or more. 

A much stronger beer is Bock. It was the 
creat ion of the citizens of Einbeck, North 
Germany, in 1248, when they brewed a 'special' 
to cel.ebrate the corning of spring. First people 
asked for ,Ein Ei.nbeck, bitte!', then ,Ein Beck, 
bitte!', before it finally became ,Ein Bock! ' 

"Bockbier" is a strong, full-bodied, and bottom-fermented lager beer, which can range 
from 6 or 7% up to 14% in strength. Originating in Bavaria, different varies include the 
"Doppelbock," which is especially strong, and the "Weizenbock," which is instead a top
fermented beer with wheat. 

EISBOCK 
This is the strongest type of bock. It is made by chilling a 

doppelbock until ice is formed. At this point, the ice is removed, leaving 
behind a brew with a higher concentration of alcohol. This also serves 
to concentrate the flavors, and the resultant beer is rich and powerful, 
with a pronounced malt sweetness and a warm alcoholic finish. Alcohol 
levels run to at least 8% ABV: 


